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About The Haunted Hollow
Series
~ Tess Rider
Welcome to Radley's Hollow. Once a
bucolic small town nestled in the rolling hills of
Northern California, Radley's Hollow will
become the epicenter of an apocalyptic ghost
war that will break time and turn the world
into a wasteland. Join the men and women of
the Hollow as they battle the resurrected dead, fight to survive and thrive in a
devastated world, and travel back in time in a bold attempt to fix it all.
Unlike most series, which progress in a linear timeline, the HAUNTED HOLLOW is all
about jumping through time in search of the pivotal temporal events that broke time
with the goal of creating new outcomes. The first novel, Bring Me to Ruin, starts at the
very end of time, in 2147 when the Earth is just a few years away from total destruction.
It sets the tone for the series, invites the reader into the hearts and minds of the
heroine, Thea Maloney, and her true love, Gerard Wyatt, a.k.a. The General, and
introduces the major conflicts as well as the series arch villain, the witch queen of the
Haunted Hollow.
My second novel, Before My World Turned Blue, the first book in the companion
series, the Haunted Heart, follows one of the time travelers from the first book as he
negotiates his latest mission in the year 1942. His job is to ensure that the young Ruby
Radley never becomes the deadly witch destined to destroy the world. Subsequent
books in the series will similarly weave through 300 years of Radley’s Hollow’s history as
Thea, the General, and their allies fight to save humanity’s future.
As a work of paranormal time travel romance with contemporary, historical and scifi elements set in a small town, this series is eclectic to say the least. It includes armies
of clockwork zombies, ghost hunters, witchcraft, magic and spirituality, the Fae, Sonoma
county, dark matter, steam/diesel/cyberpunk, time traveling detectives, and a whole lot
of love. I took some of my inspiration from the contemporary BBC TV series Doctor Who,
Caribbean religions, the study of dreams, and the history of California.
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Early History of the Haunted Hollow:
1. Long before JD Radley settled in the area that eventually became Radley’s
Hollow, the Pomo Indians lived there. The Pomo built their villages along the
Russian River in fertile valleys thick with oak and madrone forests. They hunted
elk, bears and mountain lions. Despite exploration of California's coasts by
European sailing vessels, from the 1500's to the early 1800's the Russian River
Valley and its inhabitants remained unchanged.
2. In the early 1840s, Jamison Donovan Radley, heir to a wealthy East Coast family,
set up mining and logging operations in what will eventually become west
Sonoma County. In 1847, he founds Radley’s Hollow, but not without tragedy.
His beautiful second wife, Madison, is mysteriously murdered. Her ghost will
haunt the town for the next three hundred years.
3. Known as a place of dangerous visions and unstable power, the Pomo treated
the hollow Radley’s Hollow is named for as a sacred place. They warn JD Radley
that settling near it will lead to catastrophe. Undaunted, JD is drawn to the
hollow and to the secret buried underneath it. It’s thanks to that secret that JD
becomes an extremely wealthy man and launches an empire. Losing his wife is
just the beginning of the price he and his descendants will pay for treading
where no human should go.
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Book Details & Purchase Information

BRING ME TO RUIN, Book One of the Haunted Hollow
By: Tess Rider
Published by: The Life Romantic Press
http://www.tessrider.com/bring-me-to-ruin.html
Retail Price for Print: 15.99
Print ISBN: 978-0692682753
Retail Price for eBook: 3.99
eBook ISBN: 9781524275259
Quick link to all major e-retailers: https://books2read.com/u/b51wwb
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BEFORE MY WORLD TURNED BLUE, Book One of the Haunted Heart, A
Haunted Hollow Companion Series
By: Tess Rider
Published by: The Life Romantic Press
http://www.tessrider.com/before-my-world-turned-blue.html
Retail Price for Print: coming soon
Print ISBN: n/a
Retail Price for eBook: 3.99
eBook ISBN: 9781533765093
Quick link to all major e-retailers: https://books2read.com/u/mvAlV3
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